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naturally fitted for the work than this deeply reflective
yet sympathetic and imaginative man.
Mill, true to the encyclopaedic tradition of his fore-
runners in the faith, explored every branch of sociology
as well as of philosophy; and consequently he cannot
be discussed in full. Our task is to select, and to select
that feature of his thought which was at once original,
typical of his epoch, and an obvious landmark in English
social theory. The problem of individual freedom was
now brought to the foreground of the intellectual
battlefield, and, with the widespread belief in majority
rule, it is never likely to recede from that position.
Mill cared particularly for the idea of freedom, and
he devoted particular care to his famous essay On
Liberty. It appeared in 1859 ; but, short as it is, it
represented the gleanings of long reflection, a felicitous
co-operation with his wife, and a constant and careful
revision. Though the Oxford school of Hegelian
thinkers have made every effort to discredit the views
contained in it, mankind will probably be reading Mill
long after the tortuous ethics of State-absolutism have
been forgotten.
In the first part of his essay, Mill traverses the easiest
ground. To justify the fullest liberty of thought and
discussion does not call out the full powers of the con-
troversialist. Mill was here no innovator : he followed,
and followed worthily, in the footsteps of Milton, Sidney,
and Locke. But, of course, he never speaks in terms of
absolute or natural right: he is concerned to demon-
strate the beneficial results to the community that spring
from a general toleration. To suppress the opinions
of others is to claim one's own infallibility : to refuse to
allow one's creed to be tested at the bar of common
discussion, means that the creed will not be understood
in detail. A creed which is accepted because authority

